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If you need help migrating UA over to GA4, contact our
Google Advesting specialists at Madcraft. Get Started!

Note: If you have set up analytics in 2022, the default property is GA4, 

so you will not need to worry about migrating over from UA. 

Note: Google Analytics 360 (GA360), the paid version of analytics, 

will retire on July 1st, 2024.

Introduction
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After July 2023, you will no longer be able to process data using UA. We highly recommend migrating from

UA over to GA4 as soon as possible to avoid starting from the beginning when UA ceases to exist. The main

advantage of migrating over now is that you can set up GA4 to coexist alongside UA (up until July 23rd,

2023). This allows you to start collecting data in the background of GA4 while using UA in the forefront. In

addition, installing GA4 now delivers value in a second way: you can familiarise yourself with the new

interface, features, and reporting capabilities. 

Launched in mid-October 2020, Google Analytics 4 (GA4) is the newest version of Analytics. With the planned

retirement of Universal Analytics (UA) in July 2023, GA4 will become the only property of choice on the

platform. Therefore, to keep relying on data for strategic insights and gain a better understanding of your

customers, you'll need to upgrade to GA4. 

The GA4 property has a new data model, a new interface, and a whole new concept. So what does this mean 

for you? Our team has looked into this, so you don't have to worry about learning GA4 from scratch. 

Migrate from UA to GA4

https://www.madcraft.co/contact-us/


Benefits of GA4
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Tailored suggestions automated by Google help you make the most out of GA4. While insights and

recommendations are optional, it is good to listen to them as they often reveal strategic insights you can

use to your advantage on the platform. 

With the release of Google Analytics 4, we want to help you quickly leverage all available technologies to

increase the success of your business online. Here are the top benefits of the GA4 property.

GA4 cross-tracks web and app activity on one platform. Cross-tracking helps you enrich, customise and

add value to your customer touchpoints by integrating multiple data sources from the web and mobile

apps.

BigQuery is free on GA4, unlike its predecessor UA making it possible to export data easily. BigQuery

reduces  your storage costs for data with the free tier offering up to store 1 TB of processed query data

each month.

In comparison to previous versions of analytics, GA4 reports are much more customisable and actionable.

An additional feature includes the exploration tab that allows you to create custom reports and view data

differently.

Advanced machine learning on GA4 allows you to use predictive analytics to forecast a suggested audience's

probability (from 7 up to 28 days) or predict a data anomaly (from 2 weeks up to 32 weeks). Predictive

analytics can help optimise your digital operations, get a competitive advantage, and understand customer

journeys more accurately.

From IP anonymisation to first-party data collection to data retention, GA4 has it all. As the Internet

becomes more privacy-centric, GA4 has improved privacy and security features and is evolving to become

compliant with the newest data protection laws. 

Privacy

BigQuery

Predictive analytics

Customisable reporting

Cross-platform tracking

Insights and recommendations



Note: The view column is not available on GA4.

Understanding the new interface
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Admin

Edit your account and property settings.

Explore

Create custom reports that allow you to base data on your

specific goals. 

As the GA4 interface has changed, the new metrics will help you offer greater relevancy to your customer

by simplifying the platform so that you can understand better how users interact with your website.

Advertising

Understand your customer purchase journey and the relationship

between marketing channels. 

Home

View a snapshot of all your important data, automatically

personalised with recently viewed activity, insights, and

recommendations. 

Reports

View standard reports in real-time. App developer (if applicable),

gaming (if applicable), lifecycle, and user details reports can all

be found in this tab. 

Configure

View statistics on events, conversions, and audiences. Debug view

is also available here. 



Pro-tip: Engagement rate is now the default metric on GA4. To view your bounce rate, you will have to

either create a custom or an exploration report. 

Users New Users
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Average
engagement time Event Count

Users who engage with your

site. Measured by events

logged as user_engagement

_time_msec

Users who visit your site or

app for the first time.

Measured by events

logged as first_open or

first_visit.

User engagement measures

the time your website or app

is in the foreground. When

your site or app is running

but the page is not displayed

in focus, GA4 doesn't collect

the metric. 

The average amount of 

times per user that an event

was triggered on your 

website or app.

Where to find

Explore → select report → variables → add

metric → search "bounce rate” → import

Note: According to Google, the shift in metrics was due to UA focusing too much on how traffic comes to

your site, whereas the event model concentrates on how users interact with your website and app.



GA4 newest features

Up to 90 days (to predict daily anomalies) 

Up to 2 weeks (to predict hourly anomalies)

To detect anomalies, GA4 will need a training period of:
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Up to 32 weeks to learn to predict (to predict weekly anomalies) 

Once you adjust the anomaly detection settings, hover over the data in the exploration report; anomaly data

is highlighted by an empty circle. The anomaly information will show if you hover your cursor over the empty

circle.

Security features are positioned at the forefront of the GA4 platform. GA4 uses machine learning anomaly

detection to detect “unusual behaviour” within the data being processed on the platform. Anomaly

detection aims to drive decisions to audit, investigate or block anomalies. 

As online transactions become more common, criminal activity and malicious attempts can arise. Anomaly

detection is an excellent security feature on GA4, significantly reducing the risk of false transitions and

fraud. As a result, your time can be spent more effectively, fraud can be detected more easily, and losses

can be reduced. 

Anomaly detection offers value in a second way; it can be used to forecast future occurrences. To avail of

the machine learning capabilities, you will need historical data in your GA4 account to “train” Google to

predict unusual data behaviour. 

1. Anomaly detection

Where to find

Where to find

Explore reports → select report →
variables → tab → select line chart →
anomaly detection (switch toggle on)
→ adjust training period and sensitivity.



2. BigQuery connection
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GA4 provides a free connection to BigQuery, a cloud data storage and management system, where you can

export all your data from GA4 property to BigQuery. Unfortunately, you cannot directly transfer data from 

 UA to GA4. (If you have GA360, you can transfer directly over to GA4.) Therefore, you will need to manually

upload to BigQuery before importing the data into GA4. Once exported from GA4, an analytic table is

generated to include important data such as the event date, timestamp, event name, and event parameters.

GA4 BigQuery's free tier usage limit is up to 10 GB of active storage and 1 TB of processed data each month.

If you need to store or process more data, you must upgrade your tier.

Admin → property → product links → 

 BigQuery linking

Note: you will need to set up a Google Cloud Platform (GCP) and enable Big Query APIs to

be able to link GA4 and export data.

Where to find



3. Combined app & web view

Web Data Stream

When adding a website data stream, you need

your website URL. You can also enable

enhanced measurement here. Page views and

some other events are automatically collected. 
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App Data Stream

GA4 no longer requires separate platforms to collect app and web property data. GA4 simplifies your data

collection efforts by allowing you to view data from your website and app on one platform. With this feature,

you can understand your user journey and touchpoints across devices, giving you the information needed to

build better user journeys and experiences. Combined app and web view can help you recognise your

customer's intent, preference, and rationale for their behaviour.

When you add an app data stream, GA4 splits the stream for iOS and Android, helping you get more specific

data per device type. 

When adding an app data stream, you will need

the iOS bundle ID or Android package name, the

app name, and for iOS, the App Store ID to

register. You will then need to verify the

installation of the SDK.

Admin → Property → Data streams → Add
stream → iOS app, Android app, or Web   

Where to find

Note: If you are tracking an app on GA4, you will have to set up two data streams separately, 

one for iOS and one for Android. 



Where to find

Configure → DebugView

Pro-tip: For DebugView to work, you need to open a tab open for Google Tag Manager or Google Tag assistant

(you only need to set one up). Once you have opened Tag Manager, click “preview” on the homepage, enter your

site URL and select connect to see DebugView operating.

You can view events at different time intervals

4. DebugView 

Events are logged from 60 seconds. 

Top events are logged from the last 30 mins. 
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The DebugView in GA4 provides a more advanced look at the platform. You can see incoming data as GA4

collects it. In DebugView, you can view events at different time intervals. You can also see the minutes

stream, top events, current user properties, and a device selector. 



5. Event-based model 

a.
b.
c.
d.

• Event

• Social

• Exception

• Page view

• User timing

• App / screen view

• Transaction / eCommence

Measurement in UA

GA4 offers four types of events:

Custom events (custom dimensions and metrics) 
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Enhanced events (prebuilt dimensions and metrics)
Recommended events (prebuilt dimensions and metrics)

• Event

• Event

• Event

• Event

• Event

• Event

• Event

Automatically collected events (prebuilt dimensions and metrics)

Measurement in GA4

GA4 has shifted from a session-based model that tracked ‘hits’ to an event model that tracks ‘events’. The

difference is that hits such as page views, events, social, and screen views will now be tracked as events. The

event-based model focuses heavily on how people interact with your site, so keep this in mind when setting up  

events.

In GA4, an event is a specific user interaction on a website or app. The reason behind the change in the model

is to better understand the customer journey, including how customers interact with your website or app, and

what is important to them.

Where to find

To keep track off what events you have created

→ configure → events → existing events



a) Automatically collected events

For Ads

first_visit

session_start

user_engagement

For web & app

ad_click (app only)

ad_exposure (app only)

ad_impression (app only) 

ad_query (app only)

dynamic_link_app_open

dynamic_link_first_open
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For App

For notifications

notification_dismiss (app
only)
notification_foreground
(app only)
notification_open (app only)
notification_receive (app
only) 
notification_send (app only)

app_clear_data
app_exception
app_remove (Android only)
app_store_refund (This
event is not exported to
BigQuery)
screen_view
first_open
in_app_purchase

click

file_download 

form_start

form_submit

scroll

page_view

For Web

For video

video_start (web only)

video_progress (web

only) 

video_complete (web

only)

These are automatically populated on GA4 for common interactions that happen on your app and/or website:



b) Enhanced measurement

• Scrolls

• Site search

• Page views

• File downloads 

• Outbound clicks 

• Form interactions

• Video engagement
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Enhanced measurement is enabled by default on GA4. You may disable this if you wish. We recommend you  

leave it enabled to save time instead of creating the events listed below manually. Enhanced measurement 

 allows you to track important actions people take on your website such as:

Where to find

Admin → data streams → web streams details

→ enhanced measurement → measuring



c) Recommended events

For all properties

ad_impression (app

only)

earn_virtual_currency

Join_group

login

purchase

refund

search

select_content

share

sign_up

spend_virtual_currency

tutorial_begin

tutorial_complete

add_payment_info

add_shipping_info

add_to_card

add_to_wishlist

begin_checkout

generate_lead

purchase

refund

remove_from_card

select_item

select_promotion

view_cart

View_item

view_item_list

view_promotion

For online sales For games

earn_virtual_currency

join_group

level_end

level_start

level_up

post_score

select_content

spend_virtual_currenc

tutorial_begin

tutorial_complete

unlock_achievement

GA4's recommended events allow you to see additional features and behaviours of your users to generate

more useful reports. Below is a list of the types of recommendations, depending on what you need to track. 

Where to find
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Pro-tip: You can now add custom dimensions and metrics as primary dimensions in

your reports to gather customer information that's important to your business. 

d) Custom events

• Realtime report 

• Explorations

• BigQuery

• Data API

• Looker Studio (formerly known as Data Studio)
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Once you have set up your desired events, you can view event data in five ways in GA4:

If you need help settings up events in

GA4, contact our Google Advertising

specialists at Madcraft.

Custom events allow you to collect data specific to your business. We advise you to check if a specific event is

already prebuilt by checking automatically collected events, enhanced measurements and recommended

events listed above before you spend time and effort creating a custom event. You must register custom

dimensions and metrics and manually configure its tags on GTM. With custom events, you can set the track

type, the tracking parameters, the action, and the trigger for each event you create. 

Advanced Analytics

Configure → custom definitions (if applicable)

Where to find

Where to find

Learn More

Note: Recommended and custom events require Google Tag Manager to be set up.

https://www.madcraft.co/our-services/performance/google-ads/


For example:

• Click ID

• Form ID
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If you need help settings up Google

Tag Manager, contact our Google

Ads specialists at Madcraft.

Once you set up the Google Tag Manager code snippet on your website, GA4 will begin to collect these tags,

which you can review in the DebugView report.

GTM allows you to create custom tags specific to your goals on GA4, aiding you in tracking any additional

activity not prebuilt on GA4. GTM is more advanced and may require working with a developer to install tags

(types of code) onto your website and GA4. 

Advanced Analytics

Where to find 

6. Google Tag Manager
Request Info

Admin → setup assistant collection → data collection → tag installation → add

stream (web or app) fill in stream details - add new on-page tag → add global 

tag site gtag.js → go to Google Tag Manager

Pro-tip: If you create new google tags, name GA4 at the start, so you know

where exactly the tags are coming from. 

Note: It is also recommended at this stage that you link your Google Ads

to GA4 (if applicable)

https://www.madcraft.co/our-services/performance/google-ads/
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If you enable Google Signals and don't change the reported identity to the device, GA4 will start applying

thresholds on dimensions in which will low user count. 

In GA4, Google signals are session data that measure users across devices. Google signals are for users who

have turned on Ads personalisation within their Google account. This feature allows you to create highly

relevant ads based on user preferences. 

Pro-tip: To ensure compliance with GDPR, ensure that Google Signals service is listed

in your Privacy and Cookie Policy.

7. Google signals 

Admin → property → data settings → data

collection →  enable google signals data collection.

Where to find

Note: Google signals are not supported on Apple devices with any version after iOS

14+ update. 



Predictive machine learning analytics can be located when building in the suggested audience or the

exploration tab. Predictive analytics delivers value in a second way by helping you focus your resources

and efforts on the most valuable and promising set of users. 

Purchase probability (forecasts next 7 days) (currently only applicable for in-app purchases

and eCommerce purchases) 

Churn probability (forecasts next 7 days)

Predictive revenue (forecasts next 28 days) 

Note: Google has an eligibility status of each prediction. You may be denied access to the

predictive analysis if your account does not meet the eligibility requirements for the volume of

relevant data and model quality.

Where to find

Configure → audience 

→ build new audience → predictive
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GA4 employs today's most advanced analytics, running largely on machine learning technologies. Just like

anomaly detection, GA4 uses predictive analytics for building suggested audiences and predicting future

buying behaviour. With predictive analytics, you can efficiently invest in retaining customers as the

machine learning algorithm is capable of forecast patterns.

8. Predictive machine learning

GA4 can forecast future predictions such as;



IP anonymisation: Under GDPR and CCPA, an IP address is considered a personal information identifier. 

GA4 has a built-in IP anonymisation feature that hides user IP addresses. This feature is set by default on 

GA4, and you cannot disable it.

Note: The two-month retention period is always applied to age, gender, and interest data regardless of

your settings, whereas user-level data, including conversions, can be set to a maximum of 14 months.
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As the Internet becomes more privacy-centric, Google wants to offer users control over sharing their activity

with Google Analytics. In addition, the introduction of data protection laws such as GDPR and CCPA has

further impacted how websites handle personal information. 

First-party data: As we head into a cookie-less future, GA4 is working on complying with data protection

laws by using first-party data. First-party data is where users intentionally ‘opt-in’ to share their data with

you. GA4's first-party cookies will separate unique users and unique sessions from a single user to protect

users' sensitive data. 

Data retention: You can choose how long GA4 can hold user-specific data, from a minimum of 2 months

to a maximum of 14 months before Google automatically deletes it, making it easier to compile with EU 

GDPR. You can schedule a data deletion request. For all other event data, you can choose the length of

retention:

- 2 months

- 14 months

Admin → data deletion request 

Where to find

9. Improved privacy controls

GA4 sets out several improvements in its privacy controls:
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GA4 offers tailored insights and recommendations to help you get the most out of analytics. You can

choose whether to accept or dismiss recommendations as you wish. Recommendations come and go

depending on whether it has been applied already, dismissed, or if the recommendation is no longer

significant. An additional benefit is that you can create and manage your insights, set conditions, and get

notified by email when a custom insight is triggered. 

To view the insight in more detail, click on the card. 

For recommendations: For insights:

Where to find

Home → scroll down to the

“recommendations and insights”

section

Where to find

Advertising → all Insights → choose

to create or manage. 

10. Insights & recommendations

Note: You need the Analyst or Editor role to create, edit, and share insights.
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GA4 reports are more customisable, improved, and actionable than previous analytic versions. In addition, you

may see different tabs available depending on your GA4 account type. For example, eCommerce or gaming

accounts may see other tabs available. 

Where to find

Contains a general overview of your most important data. You can modify what appears on the snapshot page

to your liking.

Reporting snapshot

11. Reporting data

Where to find

Reports → report snapshot → pencil →

add cards



You can select the type of exploration technique you want: 

Path

Funnel

Free form

Blank
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Start form scratch. This shares a similar look to free form.

A classic column X-row table that explores the relationship 

between country/city, and device category (desktop, mobile, tablet,

smart TV, etc).

Explore allows you to create your own custom report and interpret the data in your own way. In comparison to

GA4 predecessors, exploration reports offer more flexibility. You have the choice of pre-made template

techniques to help generate the report. Once you choose the technique, your custom report is split into

variables, tab settings, and the custom report. Once you input the data you want to appear in the report, you

can change the report's visualisation type from the standard table to scatter plot, geo map, and many more. 

Explores the steps users take on your website. The funnel report helps

you visualise how your users filter through your website. 

The flow a visitor takes on your website. You can see each step leading up

to a conversion. This helps you visualise if users are going in a  different

direction than you want them to go over the course of their user journey.

Get Started!

If you need help creating in the
exploration tab in GA4, contact our
Google Ad specialists at Madcraft!

Advanced Analytics

12. Explore

https://www.madcraft.co/contact-us/
https://www.madcraft.co/our-services/performance/google-ads/
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Note: Google is continuously updating and adding new features to GA4. We recommend you

check your account regularly for these changes, especially the explore tab. 

Where to find

Explore → select from template gallery → scroll

left to right for options

Cohort

Segment

User lifetime

User explorer

Browse in-depth data points per individual user.

Identifies the lifetime value (LTV) of a user. We would suggest to import

data from offline sales into GA4, so that the data is not skewed and

inaccurate.

Explores the common characteristics of users that share similar acquisition

dates (daily, weekly, or monthly) on your website and/or app.

Identifies how different users relate to each other (ie, shared similarities).

Segment reports look similar to Venn diagrams, so that you can see how

big a shared audience is.



Google Analytics 4 property
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The new integrations from the GA4 property will help you adapt to an evolving market that focuses on

understanding the customer journey. You'll be able to anticipate the future actions of your users, giving

you the data needed to improve your customer journey, improve the ROI of your marketing and

provide a better user experience.

If you need help in any aspect of setting up GA4, contact
our Google specialists at Madcraft. Get In Touch!

OUR LOCATIONS

WEBSITE

www.madcraft.co

1626 Locust Street. Philadelphia, PA, USA 19103

PHONE

(071) 931 7140, (218) 377-7155

4 Upper Pembroke Street, Dublin 2, Ireland D02 FY81

The Westgate, Finisklin Business Park, Sligo, Ireland F91 H92P

https://www.madcraft.co/contact-us/
https://www.madcraft.co/
https://www.madcraft.co/

